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Abstract
Data dependence analysis (DDA) on assembly code is a frequent
problem in compilers and program analysis tools. The fundamen-
tals of a DDA on code for simple processors are well understood.

We propose a DDA method, that is applicable for a wider range
of processors. This includes VLIW processors and processors with
delayed branches and delayed register accesses. For these archi-
tectures, the instruction order may no longer match the order of
register accesses, which necessitates a new analysis technique. The
result of our analysis method is an instruction dependence graph
(IDG), which also contains information on minimal instruction dis-
tances. For the mentioned architectures and allocated registers, the
IDG may be cyclic. We discuss this phenomenon and outline an
algorithm to reschedule such IDGs. We successfully implemented
the DDA method and a respective scheduler in our compiler forthe
CoreVA VLIW architecture.

1. Introduction
A data dependence analysis (DDA) yields the dependencies be-
tween instructions in a sequence of assembly code. It is typi-
cally used to compute instruction dependencies for a subsequent
scheduling. The input for a DDA is a sequence of assembler in-
structions. The result is an instruction dependence graph (IDG), in
which each node corresponds to an instruction and an edge repre-
sents a dependence. The IDG describes the order of instructions,
that must be obeyed by the scheduler. If there is an edgeX → Y ,
the instructionX must be issued beforeY .

For regular processors, data dependence analysis on sequential
assembler code is rather simple. During a single top down pass,
read and write accesses are tracked for each register. Then,edges
are inserted into the IDG for consecutive read and write accesses
on the same register. The resulting instruction dependencegraph
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Figure 1. Examples of assembler code and dependence graphs.

(IDG) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) for these regular proces-
sors. The example in Figure 1a shows two assembly instructions
that write resp. read the same registerr1. The IDG in 1b therefore
contains a dependence edge. The edge is labeled with the distance
1, expressing that the second instruction must be issued at least one
cycle after the first.

We propose a DDA on basic block level, which is suited for
non-interlocked and partially-interlocked processors with arbitrary
read and write latencies. For this class of processors, the order of
assembly instruction may no longer match the order of register
and memory accesses. The DDA can also be applied to code with
allocated registers. Anti-dependencies, that originate in reuse of
physical registers are detected and included in the IDG. TheIDG
can therefore be used for a rescheduling, that does not invalidate the
register allocation. Assume that theload instruction in Figure 1c
writes r1 deferred by a latency of 2 cycles without interlocking.
This means, that the result of theload instruction will appear only
to instructions, that are issued at least two cycles after issuingload.
The mov instruction will therefore read the old value ofr1, not
the result of theload instruction. Due to this anti-dependence,
themov instruction must logically precede theload instruction but
may even be scheduled up to one cycle after theload instruction.
This constraint is expressed by the edge labeled with distance−1
in Figure 1d. A second dependence edge is caused by an anti-



dependence viar2. The resulting IDG contains a cycle that allows
two valid schedules ofload and mov. The instructions may be
scheduled as shown in Figure 1c or both instructions may be issued
concurrently.

Our DDA method may also be applied on code for parallel pro-
cessors with synchronous instruction execution, like VLIW. In Ex-
ample 1e, bothmov instructions are executed in parallel. The val-
ues inr1 and r2 are therefore swapped. During a rescheduling,
the concurrent execution must be preserved. This constraint is ex-
pressed by the cycle in the instruction dependence graph in 1f. The
edge frommov1 tomov2 originates from an anti-dependence viar2
and the other edge from an anti-dependence viar1.

Overview In the next section, we first relate our paper to exist-
ing work. In Section 3 the processor model, on which our method
is based is introduced. The actual DDA method is described in
Section 4. The DDA is split into 4 phases: computation of ac-
cess lists (4.1), access dependence graphs (4.2), instruction depen-
dence graphs (4.3) and finally the reduction of instruction depen-
dence graphs (6). Properties of the instruction dependencegraph
are discussed in Section 5. After describing the DDA method,we
show how to apply the method to analyze control dependencies
(7) and data dependencies of memory accesses(8) . An instruction
scheduler that is able to reorder cyclical dependent instructions is
outlined in Section 9. The DDA method was evaluated using the
CoreVA VLIW architecture [2, 4]. The results are presented in Sec-
tion 10.

2. Related Work
In [7] Muchnick describes a standard data dependence analysis for
assembly code. The complexity of the algorithm isO(n2), wheren
is the number of instructions. The method can be applied to a linear,
non-parallel sequences of assembly code and yields a data depen-
dence graph that is guaranteed to be a DAG. The direction of an
dependence always corresponds to the instruction order in the an-
alyzed code. The decision, if two instructions are dependent is en-
capsulated in aconflictpredicate. The implementation of this predi-
cate is left open. Since the algorithm assumes non-parallelcode and
does not consider dependencies against instruction order,it can not
be applied to the processor architectures listed in Section10.1.

In [8] an overview of IDG construction algorithms is given. All
presented algorithms assume the IDG to be a DAG. This is not true
for processor architectures with special non-interlockedinstruction
latencies.

In [10] a data dependence analysis for ISAs with a0-cycle read
latency and ann-cycle write latency (like TI C6000 family) is pre-
sented. The proposed method transforms assembly code of theorig-
inal ISA into assembly code of a modified ISA, where all instruc-
tions have a delay of 0 (i.e a write latency of 1). To preserve the
program semantics, additional assembly instructions, artificial reg-
isters and predicated execution is added to the program. To derive
the instruction dependence graph, classical analysis algorithms are
applied on the modified code, which only contains 0-delay instruc-
tions. The result is a control dependence graph in SSA form, which
only contains WR-dependencies (flow dependencies). The depen-
dence graph does therefore not consider the original register alloca-
tion. The method is well suited to derive pure data flow information
from the assembly code, but it is not applicable for rescheduling,
since it discards the result of the previous register allocation.

In [1] a control flow analysis is presented for processors with
delayed branches and non-canceled branches in delay slots of other
branches. An example of such a processor is the C6000 family
from Texas Instruments. For the analysis, the algorithms considers
all execution paths of the program while keeping track of pending
branches. If the processor architecture permits branches in delay
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Figure 2. Read and write accesses of a multiply-accumulate in-
struction.

slots of other branches, this CFA method can be used to derive
the control flow graph prior to the data dependence analysis.If
non-canceled branches in delay slots are not permitted, thesimple
control flow analysis described in Section 7 which builds on our
DDA method may be used.

3. Processor Model
This section introduces the processor model for the proposed DDA
method. The processor model is based on the processor specifi-
cation language UPSLA [5]. We assume a parallel processor with
synchronous instruction execution, like a VLIW processor.Each
VLIW is composed of a set of instructions. Non-parallel proces-
sors are a special case of this processor class.

Each instruction reads a set of source registers and writes aset
of destination registers. The timing for reading and writing registers
is expressed as latency. The latency is a difference betweentwo
absolute cycles and thereby relative. In the following we will only
focus on register accesses. The extension to memory accesses is
covered in Section 8.

3.1 Latencies

Definition of Latency Read and write accesses may have non-
uniform latencies. Thelatencyexpresses the delay of an access to
a registers with respect to the issue cycle of an instruction. A read
latency designates the delay of a register read access and a write
latency the delay of a register write access. Note, that we regard
accesses without interlocking. For example does an instruction
reading a registerr not wait for any previously issued instruction
to write its result tor. Instead, the old value is read.

The cycleof an access is defined as the sum of the instruction
issue cycle and the access latency. IfCX is the cycle of an instruc-
tion X causing an accessG with latencyLG, the access cycleCG

is
CG = CX + LG

In the following, X,Y will denote instructions andG,H will
denote accesses. AccorindglyCX , CY will be instruction issue
cycles andCG, CH will be register access cycles.

Definition of Accesses The timing of read and write accesses is
defined as follows: A value written by a write accessG will be read
by a read accessH , if CG ≤ CH holds. Otherwise,H will read the
previous value. Note, that the value written byG will even be read
byH , if both accesses belong to the same cycle (CG = CH)1.

For two write accessesG andH , the register will finally contain
the value ofH , if CG < CH holds. Concurrent write accesses
(CG = CH ) are not allowed and will be detected by our DDA
method.

To demonstrate latencies, Figure 2 visualizes the access laten-
cies of the multiply-accumulate (mac) instruction, which is part of
the CoreVA instruction set. In the figure,mac1 identifies the first
mac instuction in an assembly listing. Themac instruction has four
operandsra to rd. The instruction causes a write accessW11 to the
first operandra. The access has a latency of two cycles, henceW11

1 This semantic of concurrent read and write accesses is just adefinition for
our access model. It is not related to the resolution of concurrent accesses
in hardware.



appears two rows belowmac1. In the following, we denote read
accessesRxy and write accessesWxy, wherex is the instruction
number andy the operand number of the instruction.

In contrast to themac instruction, simple instructions like arith-
metic and logical instructions typically have a latency of 1for write
accesses and a latency of 0 for read accesses. The result of anarith-
metic instruction is read by a succeeding arithmetic instruction, but
not by a concurrent one. Instructions with exceptional latencies in-
clude multiply, divide, load and store instructions.

4. Data Dependence Analysis Method
Due to non-uniform and non-interlocked read and write latencies,
the order of register accesses may differ from the instruction order.
Our method does therefore first extract the set of accesses from the
instruction sequence. The accesses are grouped by the respective
register that is accessed to form access lists for each register (Sec-
tion 4.1). From each access list, an access dependence graphis de-
rived (Section 4.2). By merging the access dependence graphs, an
instruction dependence graph is created (Section 4.3). This instruc-
tion dependence graph is finally simplified by removing redundant
edges (Section 6).

The example in Figure 3 shows the intermediate analysis results
for a given instruction sequence. The figure will be used as a
running example in the following sections.

4.1 Construction of the Access List

In this section, we describe the construction of access lists from a
linear sequence of assembly code. Our method first extracts the reg-
ister accesses from all instruction. These accesses are then grouped
by the accessed register to form access lists. The access lists are
sorted ascending by the access cycle as primary sort criterion and
the access type as secondary criterion, where write accesses pre-
cede read accesses. This order corresponds to the dependence con-
ditionCG ≤ CH as defined in Section 3.1. As a result of grouping
and sorting, there are only dependencies from an access to succeed-
ing accesses of the same access list. This enables a fast derivation
of dependencies as described in the next section.

Figure 3a shows a short sequence of assembly code. In the first
cycle theadd and sub instructions are issued in parallel. In the
second cycle themac instruction is issued and so on. The semantics
and the latencies of themac instruction are defined in Section 3.
For the remaining instructions, the first operand is the destination
register and the other operands are source registers. The latency
is 0 for read accesses and 1 for write accesses. Figure 3b shows
the resulting access lists for registersr1 andr2. The accessR32 in
cycle 2 of access listr1 represents the read access of the the second
operand of themac3 instruction (instruction number 3).

The following algorithm constructs anaccessList for each
register from the giveninstructionList. The runtime complex-
ity of the algorithm isO(n log n) wheren is the number of instruc-
tions.

foreach instruction in instructionList:

foreach access in accesses[instruction]
addToAccessList( accessList[register[access]], access)

cycle[access] := cycle[instruction]+latency[access]
foreach accessList in accessLists
sort accessList by cycle[access] and type

4.2 Construction of the Access Dependence Graph

The output of the previous phase is one sorted access list for
each register. This phase transforms each access list into an access
dependence graph (ADG). A node in the ADG represents a register
access and an edge expresses a dependence between two register
accesses.

4.2.1 Dependencies

A dependence is either a WR-dependence (flow-dependence), a
RW-dependence (anti-dependence) or a WW-dependence (output-
dependence). If a write access W is followed by a read access
R without another intervening write access, a WR-dependence
edge is inserted into the ADG. Accordingly, a RW-dependence
edge is inserted for a read access followed by a write access and
a WW-dependence edge for a write access followed by another
write access. Note, that code is in SSA form only contains WR-
dependencies. However, after register allocation, all types of de-
pendencies may show up.

WR and WW-dependenciesTo insert WR- and WW-dependencies,
the accesses in the access list are visited top-down in access order.
When a read access is visited, a WR-edge is inserted into the graph
from the node of the last visited write access to the node of the
current read access. If a write access is visited, a WW-dependence
is inserted accordingly.

RW-dependencies To insert RW-dependencies, the accesses are
visited bottom-up, starting with the last access cycle. When a read
access is visited, a RW-edge is inserted into the access graph from
the current read access to the last visited write access.

Figure 3c shows the access dependence graphs forr1 andr2.
Since the read access R22 is followed by the write access W11,
there is a RW-dependence edge between these two nodes. Thereis
a WR dependence edge between W11 and R42, as W11 is followed
by R42 without an intervening write access. There isno edge
between W11 and R52, sincer1 is written by W31 in-between.

4.2.2 Instruction Distances

So far, we described a method, which creates an access dependence
graph for each register. The ADG specifies the order of accesses,
that must be obeyed by the scheduler. For the dependenceG → H
of two accesses this means, thatG must precedeH with a distance
of at leastDmin

GH , which is

D
min
GH =

{
0 for a WR-dependence
1 for a RW/WW-dependence

The distanceDmin
GH is derived from the definition of accesses in

Section 3.1. The definition says, thatG → H is a WR-dependence,
if the following holds:

CG ≤ CH

⇔ CH − CG
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DGH

≥ 0

⇔ D
min
GH = 0

Accordingly,G → H is a WW- or RW-dependence, if the follow-
ing holds:

CG < CH

⇔ CH − CG
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DGH

≥ 1

⇔ D
min
GH = 1

As the scheduler allocates instructions rather than singleac-
cesses, these constraints on accesses must be transferred to con-
straints on instructions. The relation between minimal access dis-
tances and minimal instruction distances is illustrated inFigure 4.
A dependenceG → H results in a dependenceX → Y of the ac-
cording instructions. The minimal distanceDmin

XY (GH) of X → Y

resulting fromG → H is

D
min
XY (GH) = LG − LH +D

min
GH
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The distanceDmin
XY (GH) can formally be derived from the la-

tency definition in Section 3.1:

CH = CY + LH ∧ CG = CX + LG

⇒ CX − CY
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DXY (GH)

= LH − LG + CH − CG
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DGH

⇒ D
min
XY (GH) = LG − LH +D

min
GH

Regarding the relation between the actual distance in the ana-
lyzed code and the minimal distances, the following holds:

D
code
XY ≥ D

min
XY

D
code
GH ≥ D

min
GH

In Figure 3c, accesses are annotated with their latency (gray),
and edges are annotated with the minimal instruction distances
Dmin

XY . For example, the distance between R22 and W11 isLR22 −
LW11 +1 = 0 and the distance between W31 and R52 isLW31 −
LR52 + 0 = 2.

Putting it all together, the following algorithm creates an
accessGraph for eachaccessList. The distance of an edge is
contained indistance[edge]. The runtime complexity of this al-
gorithm isO(n), wheren is the number of assembly instructions.

foreach accessList:

accessGraph = newAccessGraph(accessList)
/* Create WR and WW dependencies */

previousWrite := NULL

foreach access in accessList:
if previousWrite!=NULL
edge := createEdge(accessGraph,previousWrite,access)

distance[edge] := latency[previousWrite]-latency[access]+1
if (type[access]=write)

previousWrite := access
/* Create RW dependencies */

nextWrite := NULL
foreach access in accessList in reverse order:
if nextWrite!=NULL

edge := createEdge(accessGraph,access,nextWrite)
distance[edge] := latency[access]-latency[nextWrite]

if (type[access]=write)
nextWrite := access

4.3 Construction of the Instruction Dependence Graph

The instruction dependence graph is derived from the accessde-
pendence graphs, by merging all access nodes, that belong tothe
same instruction instance. Multiple edges between two nodes are
also merged. The distanceDmin

XY of a merged edge is the maximum
of all edgesDXY (GH) merged into it.

Figure 3d shows the merged IDG of the two ADGs in Figure 3c.
The Nodes W11 and R12 are mapped to theadd node. The edge
between R22 and W11 is mapped to the edge fromsub to add. The
edges from W11 to R32 and from W11 to W31 are both mapped
to theadd→mac edge. The weight of this edge is 1, which is the
maximum of the two originating edges.

The following algorithm constructs the instruction dependence
graph (instrGraph). The runtime complexity of this algorithm is
O(n), wheren is the number of instructions. There areO(n) edges
(see 5) andlookupEdge has a complexity ofO(1), if we use an
adjacency matrix forinstrGraph.

instrGraph = newInstructionGraph()
foreach accessGraph:
foreach edge in accessGraph:

fromInstr := instruction[fromAccess[edge]]
toInstr := instruction[toAccess[edge]]

instrEdge := lookupEdge(instrGraph,fromInstr,toInstr)
if instrEdge=NIL then
instrEdge := createEdge(instrGraph,fromInstr,toInstr)

distance[instrEdge] := distance[edge]
else

distance[instrEdge] := max(distance[instrEdge],distance[edge])



5. Properties of the Instruction Dependence
Graph

In the previous section, we presented an algorithm to construct the
IDG. Based on this algorithm and previous definitions, we prove
some important properties of the IDG in this section. These proper-
ties are use in run time considerations and the outlined scheduling
algorithm in Section 9.

5.1 The IDG has O(n) edges

The number of edges isO(n), wheren is the number of instruc-
tions. For typical processors, the number of accesses of an instruc-
tion is limited by a constant. The total number of accesses isthere-
fore O(n). In the algorithm in 4.2, thecreateEdge function is
called at most twice for each access. The total number of edges
in the ADG is thereforeO(n). An edge in the ADG can result in
at most one edge in the IDG. The number of edges in the IDG is
thereforeO(n).

5.2 The edge weight may be a positive or negative integer

The weight of an edgee in the IDG is the maximum of all edges
in the ADGs, that are mapped toe. LetG → H be the ADG edge,
that is mapped tox and that has maximum weight. The weight of
G → H is given byLG − LH + Dmin

GH . SinceLG andLH are
independent positive integers, the difference can be any positive or
negative integer.

5.3 The graph may contain cycles

The motivating example in Figure 1 presents two cycles in IDGs
caused by concurrent execution and non-uniform latencies.

However, under certain conditions cycles will not show up. If
the following two rules hold, IDG is guaranteed to be a DAG:

Rule 1: The code must be in SSA form.

Rule 2: All read accesses of an instructionX must precede all
write accesses ofX:

∀X ∈ Instrs, G ∈ Writes(X),H ∈ Reads(X) : LH < LG

We prove by contradiction, that the IDG does not contain a
cycle, if both rules hold: Suppose, that(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1) is
a cycle in the IDG via instructionsXi andXn+1 = X1. Since
the code is in SSA form, the IDG only contains WR-dependencies.
Let Gi be the write access ofXi andHi+1 be the read access of
Xi+1, that cause the WR-dependenceXi → Xi+1. According to
Section 3.1 the conditionCGi

≤ CHi+1 must hold. SinceHi is a
read access andGi is a write access of instructionXi, rule 2 says,
thatLHi

< LGi
must hold. Thus,

LHi
+CXi

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CHi

< LGi
+ CXi

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CGi

∧CGi
≤ CHi+1

⇒CHi
< CGi

≤ CHi+1

⇒CH1 < CH2 < . . . < CHn+1 = CH1

must hold, which is contradictory. Thereby we can conclude,that
the IDG does not contain a cycle if rule 1 and rule 2 hold.

Rule 2 holds for all processor architectures, that are knownto
us. However, Rule 1 may not hold after register allocation and
therefore the IDG may contain cycles via anti-dependencies.

5.4 The sum of edge weights of each cycle is not greater
than 0

Assume that the IDG contains a cycleX1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1 via in-
structionsXi andXn+1 = X1. Let Dcode

Xi,Xi+1
be the instruction

distance between instructionsXi andXi+1 in the code, that is an-

alyzed. The sum of these distances in the cycle is 0.
n∑

i=1

D
code
Xi,Xi+1

= 0

SinceDmin
XY ≤ Dcode

XY holds (Section 4.2.2), the sum of edge
weights (minimal distances) in the cycle is not greater than0:

n∑

i=1

D
min
Xi,Xi+1

≤ 0

6. Reduction of Instruction Dependence Graph
The IDG, which is constructed as described in the previous sections
can be used as input for a scheduler. However, the graph typically
contains many redundant edges, which may slow down certain
schedulers and makes the IDG hard to read. In this section, we
present anO(n3) Algorithm to remove all redundant edges.

To reduce the IDG, the algorithm successively removes edges
from the graph, such that the maximum path between each pair of
nodes is not changed. The following algorithm removes an edge
X → Y and computes the new maximum path betweenX andY
using a modified Bellman-Ford algorithm. If there is no path or if
the maximum path is smaller than the weight of the removed edge,
the edge is re-inserted.

foreach edge in instrGraph:
removeEdge(instrGraph,edge)

maxPath := negatedBellmanFord(instrGraph, from[edge],to[edge])
if maxPath=UNDEFINED or maxPath<distance[edge]

insertEdge(instrGraph,edge)

To compute the maximum path between two nodes, the Bellman-
Ford algorithm is applied on the graph with negated edge weights.
The resulting shortest path corresponds to the longest pathin the
original graph. The Bellman-Ford algorithm can safely be applied,
since the original graph does not contain positive cycles (Section 5)
and the negated graph does therefore not contain negative cycles.

The complexity of our reduction algorithm isO(n3). The graph
has O(n) edges (Section 5), which results in a complexity of
O(n2) for the Bellman-Ford algorithm, which is executedO(n)
times.

Alternatively, an algorithm based on Floyd-Warshall may be
used with complexityO(n3). This algorithm does not require the
number of edges to beO(n). Unfortunately, it only removes an
edge, if there is a longer path (not one of equal length). The Dijkstra
algorithm can not be used as a replacement for Bellman-Ford,since
edge weights may be negative (Section 5).

7. Control Dependencies
The DDA described so far can be used to analyze data dependencies
within a single basic block. The resulting IDG only containsdata
dependencies. We do now extend the DDA to insert also control
dependencies into the IDG. The extended IDG can be applied to
basic blocks and code regions with multiple in- and outputs.This
approach is especially well suited for dependence analysisof code
sequences resulting from linearization of basic blocks. This allows
rescheduling of linearized code in a late compiler phase, even when
control flow has been denormalized by optimizations.

To detect control dependencies, all target instructions ofbranches
must be marked. There must also be a way, to recognize branch in-
structions. The association between branches and branch targets is
not needed, as it does not affect control dependencies. Note, that the
analysis does not construct a CFG, but inserts control dependencies
into the IDG.

The DDA is applicable for achitectures with delayed branches.
Control dependencies are correctly inserted between instructions



in delay slots and the corresponding branch. However, this method
can only be applied under certain restrictions:

• There must not be branches in delay slots of branches.

• There are no pending accesses beyond the end of a basic block.

To analyze the control flow, we reduce the control flow analysis
to a data dependence analysis. The control flow is mapped to
read and write accesses on an artificial control dependence storage
called CDEP in the following. All instructions read CDEP with a
latency of 0. A write access on CDEP will therefore separate the
instructions like a barrier. A branch or label causes a writeaccess
on CDEP. The write latency for a label is 0 and the write latency for
a branch corresponds to the number of delay slots. As a result, the
DDA inserts a RW dependence edges from each instruction to the
next branch resp. label and a WR edge from the previous branch
resp. label to the instruction. These control dependenciesencloses
the instructions between the preceding and succeeding branch resp.
label, i.e. in their basic block.

Note, that this reduction considers delay slots of branches, such
that instructions in delay slots logically precede the branch and the
negative distance of the edge allows the scheduler to fill delay slots.

8. Memory Dependencies
In addition to highlevel alias information, the DDA may contribute
dependency information about certain memory accesses. There-
fore, each memory cell is treated like a register, i.e. thereis an ac-
cess list for each memory cell. A memory cell can be a single byte
or a large memory region like an array. Memory regions, which
are commonly accessed can be represented by a single cell. For a
memory accesses with unknown addresses, all memory cells are
conceptual accessed as a pessimistic estimate.

The runtime and memory requirement of the compiler is linear
in the number of cells. It is therefore not practical to represent
each byte of a large address space by a dedicated cell. To reduce
the number of cells, the size of cells may be increased at the cost
of precision. Alternatively, the analysis may be applied only for a
small region of the memory.

In our compiler we analyse dependencies of accesses to the cur-
rent stack frame. As a stack frame is rather small and the memory is
word aligned, only few cells are required. The address of accesses
to spill locations and compiler generated temporaries is statically
known.

9. Scheduling
The IDG will typically be used as input for scheduling. Details
of our scheduling heuristics are beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we demonstrate, how to cope with cyclic IDGs, because
such IDGs can not be scheduled with standard list schedulingtech-
niques. List scheduling requires the IDG to be a DAG. We devel-
oped a hybrid scheduling approach, which schedules strongly con-
nected components (SCC) of the graph using list scheduling [6].
For scheduling of the instructions within a SCC, we apply a back-
tracking approach.

sccGraph = createSccGraph(idg)
while sccNode := listSchedNext(sccGraph):

btSched(sccNode)

function btSched(sccNode)

if isEmpty(sccNode)
return true

instr = popInstr(sccNode)
foreach pos in validPositions(instr):
schedule(instr,pos)

if btSched(sccNode)
return true

unschedule(instr)

pushInstr(sccNode,instr)

return false

The graph in Figure 3d consists of three SCCs (dashed el-
lipses). For a ASAP strategy, the SCCs are scheduled in the or-
der "add,sub" followed by "mac,and" and "mov". When the
"add,sub" SCC is scheduled, the backtracking explores all valid
schedules of"add" and"sub". The result is an allocation ofadd
andsub to the same execution cycle.

Backtracking algorithms usually have a high runtime complex-
ity. However, the runtime of the SCC scheduling is acceptable, as
SCCs are small. The set of valid schedules of a SCC withn instruc-
tions and a cycle weight of−k is limited by:

(

n+ k − 1

k

)

Let X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1 = X1 be an instruction cycle of weight
−k. A valid schedule of these instructions corresponds to a setof
distances:

S = {Dcode
X1,X2

, D
code
X2,X3

, . . . , D
code
Xn,X1

}

The number of valid schedules corresponds to the number of valid
distance assignmentsS. For a distance assignmentS the following
constraints must hold according to Section 5.3:

n∑

i=1

D
code
Xi,Xi+1

= 0

D
code
Xi,Xi+1

= D
min
Xi,Xi+1

+ vi with vi ∈ N0

This can be transformed into the following equation, which has the
aforementioned number of solutions forv1, . . . , vn:

n∑

i=1

vi = −
n∑

i=1

D
min
Xi,Xi+1

= k with vi ∈ N0

In practice 99% of the SCCs contain only a single node. The
remaining SCCs contain not more than 4 instructions (n ≤ 4). The
weight of the cycle is typically0 or 1 (k ≤ 1). Forn = 4, k = 1,
the number of schedules is limited by 4. For exceptionally large
SCCs withn = 6, k = 4, the solution space does not contain
more than 630 schedules. In practice, the backtracking algorithm
has almost no effect on the run time of the SCC scheduler.

10. Evaluation
This section first gives a short overview of processor architectures,
that require a sophisticated data dependence analysis, as proposed
in this paper. We then evaluate our analysis method using the
CoreVA processor architecture in Section 10.2.

10.1 Architectures

As discussed in the previous sections, there are multiple processor
features, that prevent the use of a simple data dependence analysis
and may cause cyclic dependencies in the IDG:

• Delayed Branches (control hazards)

• Non-uniform and non-interlocked data latencies (data hazards)

• VLIW (concurrent accesses)

The following processor architectures have at least one of these
features and therefore require a sophisticated DDA method.

The first member of the MIPS [3] processor family, the R2000
has one load delay slot and one branch delay slot. In our terminol-
ogy, the load has a write latency of two cycles for the destination
register and the branch has a write latency of two cycles on the
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Figure 5. Number of edges for large basic blocks.

CDEP storage. Especially, the load instruction may lead to to IDG
cycles as shown in Figure 1c.

DSPs belonging to the C6000 family from Texas Instruments[9]
can execute up to 8 instructions in parallel using VLIW. The
pipeline of the DSP is non-interlocked. Register write latencies
range from 1 cycle for simple arithmetic instructions to 2 or4
cycles for multiplications, 5 cycled for loads and 6 cycles for a
branches. These instructions with higher latency and the VLIW
execution may lead to a cyclic IDG.

The CoreVA architecture [2, 4] is a 4 issue VLIW processor
with a 6 stage pipeline and two dedicated division step and multiply
accumulate units. The pipeline is partially interlocked. The load,
multiply-accumulate and branch instructions have a write latency
of 2 cycles. The accumulator of themac instruction (Figure 2) is
read with a latency of one cycle.

10.2 Data Dependence Analysis

In the CoreVA compiler, cyclic instruction dependencies may show
up after register allocation. By assigning multiple virtual registers
to the same physical register, additional anti dependencies (RW
dependencies) are introduced. These dependencies may leadto a
cyclic IDG.

Frequency of Cycles Our evaluation has shown, that in average
0.1% of the instructions are cyclic dependent. Cyclic instruction
dependencies are rare, but they frequently show up during compila-
tion. The compiler must therefore be able to handle such code. The
IDG of the EEMBC TCP benchmark for example contains 8 cycles
(0.26% of the instructions) of size 2. An arithmetic test benchmark
of our suite causes 3 cycles of size 2 and 1 cycle of size 3.

Instruction Dependence Graph The results of the edge reduction
are shown in Figure 5 and 6. The charts shows the results for the
EEMBC TCP benchmark. As results of other programs are similar,
we only focus on this benchmark in the following. Chart 5 shows
the number of edges (y-axis) for each basic block (x-axis). The
basic blocks are sorted by the number of instructions in decreasing
order from left to right. Since most basic blocks are very small, the
chart shows only the quarter of the largest basic blocks. Theblue
area in the chart represents the number of vertices, i.e. thenumber
of instructions in the basic block.

Edge Reduction The green area represents the number of edges
before edge reduction, the yellow area after the Floyd-Warshall
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Figure 6. Correlation between number of vertices and reduced
edges.

based reduction and the red area after the Bellman-Ford based re-
duction. It can be seen, that the number of edges is reduced byabout
two-thirds. Compared to the Floyd-Warshall based algorithm, the
Bellman-Ford based algorithm produces slightly better results, be-
cause it also removes edges of same weight. In average, a basic
block consists of 9 vertices and 26 edges. After reduction, the num-
ber of edges drops to 11 edges for the Floyd-Warshall resp. 9.5 for
the Bellman-Ford based edge-reduction.

Edges per vertex Chart Figure 6 shows the correlation between
the number of vertices and the number of edges after a Bellman-
Ford based reduction. The correlation coefficient is 0.983,hence
the relationship between the number of vertices and edges can be
regarded linear. The number of edges per vertex is approximately
1.1. The number of edges is surprisingly low, because after register
allocation, instructions are highly dependent. For example, in case
of a total instruction order, the IDG would only contain one edge
per vertex.

11. Conclusion
We presented a generic data dependence analysis method, which is
aware of VLIW and non-interlocked read and write latencies.The
method is applied on assembler code and yields a instructionde-
pendence graph. Edges in the graph are annotated with minimal
instruction distances, as required for subsequent scheduling. We
discussed several properties of the graph and the schedulability of
cyclically dependent instructions. Based on these results, we out-
lined a hybrid scheduling algorithm, which is as efficient aslist
scheduling, but can also cope with cyclic graphs. The evaluation
using the CoreVA architecture has shown, that cyclic dependent in-
structions are rare, but frequently show up after register allocation.
In addition, we presented an algorithm to reduce the number of
edges in the IDG to about1.1 times the number of instructions.
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